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Abstract: Databases have been known from a long time. In simpler words it is collection of tables related to each other which allows
retrieval of data. But today the world has moved from this naive definition of database. After going through several generations, the
history of database technology has influenced over more than 40 years now. In this age of Big Data, everyone with a computer system
seems to want to persist, query and manipulate data. The data in databases is typically organized to mold aspects of reality in a way that
supports and processes requiring information. Access to this data is usually provided by a "database management system" (DBMS)
consisting of an integrated set of computer software’s that allows users to interact with one or more databases. Well-known DBMSs
include Oracle, Sybase, IBM DB2, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server . The next generation of post-relational databases in the late
2000s became known as NoSQL database introducing fast key values stores and document-oriented databases. A competing "next
generation" known as NewSQL databases is targeting to match high performance of NoSQL database. Thus, the evolution of databases
right from navigational one to NewSQL is a significant achievement. This paper will help in understanding the gradual evolution of
databases management system and its impact in the growth of industries.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, we've seen the rise of a new breed of DBMS Models. From pre-stage flatfile system, to relational and object-relational systems, there have been several generations in
database technology. As data is a vital organisational resource, it needs to be managed like
other important business assets. Most of the internal and external operations of industries
could not survive without quality data. Thus, DBMs is a specialized computer software
responsible for managing the data [1].The goals of DBMS are:
i. Allow users to create new databases and specify their schemas (logical structure of data).
ii. Give users the ability of modifying and querying the data.
iii. Support the storage of very large amounts of data, allowing efficient access to data for
queries and database modifications.
iv. It monitors performance, maintain data integrity, dealing with concurrency control, and
recovers information that has been corrupted by some event such as an unexpected system
failure.
v. Control access to data from many users at once in isolation and ensure the actions on data to
be performed completely.
vi. Enable durability, the recovery of the database in the face of failures.
vii. Provides logging and auditing the activities.
viii. Responsible for automated roll backs.
The DBMS essentially serves as an interface between the database and end users or application
programs, ensuring that data is consistently organized and remains easily accessible[4]. The
DBMS can offer both physical and logical data independence. That means users and
applications are prevented from needing to know where data is stored or having to be
concerned about changes to the physical structure of data i.e. storage and hardware. As long as
programs use the application programming interface (API) for the database that is provided by
the DBMS, developers won't have to modify programs just because few changes have been
made to the database [2].
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HISTORY OF DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Evolution of DBMS
From Flat File System to relational and object-relational system, DBMS has continued to do
heavy lifting in data management [3]. They play prominent roles in addressing the new
enterprise requirements. Figure below (Figure 1) shows all popular DBMS in a time line.
Timeline varies from 1980's till current date.

Figure 1: Growth of DBMS
1. Navigational databases/ Flat File Databases
Data was maintained in a punched cards which were later replaced by flat file. Very primitive
analytics were possible on these database. Sequential access method and random access
methods were used to access the database but this DBMS were not strongly secure. The
problem of data duplication occurred as same data was hold by different programs wasting
space and resources (Figure 2). It had high maintenance costs for ensuring data consistency and
controlling access.
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Figure. 2 Flat File database
2. Relational Database (Hierarchical databases):
In this model, files are related in a parent/child manner, with each child file having at most one
parent file. These databases however can solve many purposes, its applications are restricted to
one-to-one mapping data structures (Figure 3). For example, it will work well if this data
structure has to show job profile hierarchy in a corporate. But the structure will fail if the
reporting becomes slightly more complicated and a single employee reports to many managers.
Hence, it was thought to have a database structures which can have different kinds of relations.
This type of structure should allow one-to-many mapping. Such table came to be known as
Relational database management system (RDBMS) (Figure 4).

Figure 3: Hierarchical databases
This kind of data storage optimizes disc space occupied without compromising on data details.
This is the data base which is generally used by the analytics industry. However, when the data
looses a structure, such data base will be of no help. Also, due to lack of standards, it can’t
easily handle many-many relationships.
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Figure 4: Relational Databases
3. Object Oriented Database Model:
It supports modeling and creation of data as objects. It Can efficiently manage a large number
of different data types. Objects with complex behaviors are easy to handle using inheritance
and polymorphism etc. Also, it reduces the large number of relations by creating objects (Figure
5). But this database is typically tied to a specific programming language and an API; this
reduces its flexibility. Ad-hoc queries are difficult to implement as one cannot join two classes
as one can join two tables in RDBMS. Therefore, queries depend upon the design of the system.
Also, it creates problems when deleting data in bulk.

Figure 5: Object Oriented Databases
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4. NoSQL:
NoSQL is often known as “Not Only SQL”. When it was difficult tonnes of data to mine using
RDBMS, they started exploring ways to store such datasets. Anything which is not RDBMS today
is loosely known as NoSQL. After social networks gained importance in the market, such
database became common in the industry. Following is an example where it will become very
difficult to store the data on RDBMS (Figure 6) :

Figure 6: Structure of Data in NoSQL
If the entire data from social networking site like facebook, twitter is to be stored in RDBMS
then for executing a single query which can be just a response of opening home page, multiple
tables have to be joined with trillions of row together to find a combined table and then run
algorithms to find the most relevant information for the user. Hence moving the data from
tabular form to (graph) based data structure is brought by NoSQL structures.
NoSQL databases are often very fast, do not require fixed table schemas, avoid join operations
by storing denormalized data, and are designed to scale horizontally. The most popular NoSQL
systems include MongoDB, CouchDB, HBase, Riak etc which are all open source software
products. The data structures used by NoSQL databases (e.g. key-value, wide column, graph, or
document) are different from those used by default in relational databases, making some
operations faster in NoSQL. The particular suitability of a given NoSQL database depends on the
problem it must solve. Sometimes the data structures used by NoSQL databases are also
viewed as "more flexible" than relational database tables. NewSQL is a class of modern
relational databases that aims to provide the same scalable performance of NoSQL systems for
online transaction processing (read-write) workloads while still using SQL and maintaining the
ACID guarantees of a traditional database system
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5. NewSQL:
NewSQL is a class of modern relational database management systems that seek to provide the
same scalable performance of NoSQL systems for online transaction processing(OLTP) readwrite workloads while still maintaining the ACID guarantees of a traditional database system.
Although NewSQL systems vary greatly in their internal architectures, the two distinguishing
features common amongst them is that they all support the relational data model and use SQL
as their primary interface. The applications targeted by these NewSQL systems are
characterized as having a large number of transactions that are short-lived (i.e., no user stalls),
touch a small subset of data using index lookups (i.e., no full table scans or large distributed
joins) and are repetitive (i.e. executing the same queries with different inputs). These NewSQL
systems achieve high performance and scalability by eschewing much of the legacy architecture
of the original IBM System R design, such as heavyweight recovery or concurrency control
algorithms. One of the first known NewSQL systems is the H-Store parallel database system.

Figure 7: Architecture for NewSQL
ADVANTAGES OF DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DBMS has many advantages when it comes to store and manage data but is also an overhead.
One of the biggest advantages of using a DBMS is that it lets end users and application
programmers access and use the same data while managing data integrity. It provides a central
repository of data that can be accessed by multiple users in a controlled manner. Data is better
protected and maintained when it can be shared using a DBMS instead of creating new
iterations of the same data stored in new files for every new application. Central storage and
management of data within the DBMS provides: data security, Data abstraction and
independence, a locking mechanism for concurrent access, an efficient handler to balance the
needs of multiple applications using the same data, ability to swiftly recover from crashes and
errors, including restartability and recoverability, logging and auditing of activity, robust data
integrity capabilities, simple access using a standard application programming interface (API),
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uniform administration procedures for data and a large amount for forensics investigation of
database.
A DBMS can also provide many views of a single database schema. A view defines what data
the user sees and how that user sees the data. The DBMS provides a level of abstraction
between the conceptual schema that defines the logical structure of the database and the
physical schema that describes the files, indexes and other physical mechanisms used by the
database. When a DBMS is used, systems can be modified much more easily when business
requirements change. New categories of data can be added to the database without disrupting
the existing system and applications can be insulated from how data is structured and [5]
ROLE OF DBMS ON GROWING INDUSTRIES
DBMS increases the efficiency of business operations and reduces overall cost. Database
management systems are important to businesses and organizations because they provide a
highly efficient method for handling multiple types of data. Some of the data that are easily
managed with this type of system include: employee records, student information, payroll,
accounting, project management, inventory and library books. These systems are built to be
extremely versatile. Without database management, tasks have to be done manually and take
more time. Data can be categorized and structured to suit the needs of the company or
organization. Data is entered into the system and accessed on a routine basis by assigned users.
Each user may have an assigned password to gain access to their part of the system. Multiple
users can use the system at the same time in different ways.
For example, a company's human resources department uses the database to manage
employee records, distribute legal information to employees and create updated hiring reports.
A manufacturer might use this type of system to keep track of production, inventory and
distribution. In both scenarios, the database management system operates to create a
smoother and more organized working environment.
A simple database has a single table with rows for the data and columns that define the data
elements. For an address book, the table columns define data elements such as name, address,
city, state and phone number, while a table row, or record, contains data for each person in the
book. The query language provides a way to find specific types of data in each record and
return results that match the criteria. These results display in a form that uses the defined data
elements but only shows records that meet the criteria. These three components make up
almost every type of database.
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Relational databases use multiple tables and define relationships between them using a schema
in addition to data elements. Records and data elements from each table merge, based on the
query, and display in the form. Routinely used queries often become reports. A report uses the
same query but reports on changes in data over time.
SECURITY OF DBMS
Because of the critical importance of database technology to the smooth running of an
enterprise, database systems include complex mechanisms to deliver the required
performance, security, and availability, and allow database administrators to control the use of
these features. Database security deals with all various aspects of protecting the database
content, its owners, and its users. It ranges from protection from intentional unauthorized
database uses to unintentional database accesses by unauthorized entities (e.g., a person or a
computer program).
Database access control deals with controlling who (a person or a certain computer program) is
allowed to access what information in the database. The information may comprise specific
database objects e.g., record types, specific records, data structures, certain computations over
certain objects e.g., query types, or specific queries, or utilizing specific access paths to the
former e.g., using specific indexes or other data structures to access information. Database
access controls are set by special authorized by the database owner that uses dedicated
protected security DBMS interfaces. This may be managed directly on an individual basis, or by
the assignment of individuals and privileges to groups, or (in the most elaborate models)
through the assignment of individuals and groups to roles which are then granted entitlements.
Data security prevents unauthorized users from viewing or updating the database.
APPLICATIONS
A Database management system is a computerized record-keeping system. It is a repository or
a container for collection of computerized data files. The overall purpose of DBMS is to allow
the users to define, store, retrieve and update the information contained in the database on
demand. Information can be anything that is of significance to an individual or organization.
Some of the major areas of application are as follows:
(i)Data that is well organized and integrated is very useful in decision making.
(ii)Effective and efficient management of data
(iii) Query processing and management
(iv) Easy to understand and user friendly
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(v) Security and integrity of data
(vi) Better Decision making
(vii) Data sharing and storage
(viii) Better access to accurate data
(ix) Ensures error free information
CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
A database management system is important because it manages data efficiently and allows
users to perform multiple tasks with ease. A database management system stores, organizes
and manages a large amount of information within a single software application. Use of this
system increases efficiency of business operations and reduces overall costs.
Databases form the foundation of analytics industry.
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